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The communication among scientists, policy makers, public policy analysts and the
common people in society is often fraught with ambiguity, anxiety and some times clear
confusion. Not to mention the times when it is very clear. For instance most people who
follow non-sustainable life styles genuinely believe (and some scientists whom they
prefer to hear, endorse that), that science will find remedies for treating all the waste they
create, and generate new sources of energy after non-renewable sources are exhausted.
The clarity of communication among various stakeholders is not just a function of
message though that is quite important. Several barriers to effective communication
among various stakeholders influencing discourse on science and society are:
•

Linking `little science' and public policy: A first gap is in the scientific field itself i.e.
the formal scientists do not recognize, respect, and reciprocate the informal scientific
knowledge, creativity and innovation at grassroots level in society (Honey Bee
Network, 1989-99, Gupta, 80, 87,89-98). The science underlying the successful
overcoming of some of the day-to-day struggles of economically poor but
knowledge-rich people does not get articulated or acknowledged. Once the alienation
from the creative impulses of the society takes place, the scientific agenda does not
influence the public policy agenda as much as it could. It is important to underline
here that the gap between scientists and policy makers is very low in some cases such
as defense, nuclear power, or the big science be it for dams, hydro-projects or
chemical intensive agriculture. May be the corporate and industrial lubricants and
international aid smoothen the flow of such information, influence and the
institutions. Once these links get strengthened, the other links between what I may
call `little science' and public policy get weakened.

•

Tension between standardised knowledge and diversified need: The second gap
between civil society and policy makers is in the field of technology and scientific
knowledge, and policy support for improving livelihood strategies of disadvantaged
people. For a large number of people living in the high-risk environments such as
drought or flood prone regions, forest fringe areas, mountain areas etc., there is not
much scientific knowledge available that can improve their livelihoods. The question
of communication to policy makers does not arise. And where such knowledge does
exist, the barriers are very strong because of compulsions of bureaucratic need to
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generate standardized solutions in the context of the underlying ecological
heterogeneity in the region. Organizational incentives for generating technologies
with limited potential for diffusion are very low (Gupta, 1992, 1986).
•

Barriers to blending excellence in formal and informal sector: Thirdly, the policy
makers also evolve filters and structural barriers that prevent them from recognizing
the potential that exists for blending formal and informal science. Thus while
providing funds or other support, they do not insist that (a) such bridges be built and
accordingly, (b) faster progress in sustainable development of people's potential and
resource capabilities takes place. So much so that a large number of policy documents
use the term `resource poor people', as if the knowledge is not a resource or, that the
people are poor in this resource as well. The example of Honey Bee network
demonstrates the potential of such blending. This network exists in more than 75
countries of the world. It draws upon the technological and institutional innovations
for sustainable natural resource management developed by people unaided by NGOs,
market or state and, proves how much creative potential exists at grassroots level.
How many research and development programs have been discontinued, modified or
started in response to more than nine thousand innovations documented already?
How many extension messages i.e. technology transfer information capsules have
incorporated the lessons of successful people's innovations improved through
application of formal science or otherwise? The answer is quite disappointing. Policy
makers seem to deny the power of the `little science' and thus reinforce the continued
dominance of non-sustainable development processes

•

Communicating Simply: The fourth barrier is about the language used by civil society,
policy makers and the scientists. The policy makers want scientific information in a
way that they can make a difference to the popular mood of both their constituents
and their clients. The scientists often are unsure, use jargon that most people outside
their peer group do not understand, and have difficulty in reducing the complex
information to its bare minimum simple core.

•

Vernacularising the discourse: The fifth barrier is about the language of discourse.
Very little if any discourse takes place in vernacular 2 language. Scientists do not
share their findings of scientific research about local resource management or
otherwise in the language that people understand. They connect globally but get
disconnected locally. The civil society thus cannot participate in the scrutiny of
science as well as public policy because policy discourse also does not take place in
local languages many times.

•

Impermeable institutions of discourse: The sixth barrier is about the impervious
nature of scientific and policy discourse. Apart from the language, the participation of
civil society is impaired in larger discourse on science and development due to (a)
structural bureaucratic closeness or secretiveness, (b) inaccessible platforms of
dialogue, (c) lack of institutional requirements for validating scientific agendas in
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consultation with other weaker stakeholders, particularly women. Honey Bee
network has challenged the unaccountable nature of this discourse by insisting that
we should share every thing we learn from people back with them in their language
before sharing it with outsiders, and acknowledge them just as we cite our peers in
science. It is a matter of great distress that several scientific disciplines (such as
ethno-biology) are no less exploitative than other institutions of society. The people
are never cited, and told about how the knowledge obtained from them in good faith
has been interpreted or used. The question of sharing the value-added gains,
consultancy etc., does not arise. The Honey Bee philosophy implies two things: First,
just as honey bee takes pollen from flowers and they do not complain, we should
ensure that people do not complain when their knowledge is taken by outsiders. They
should be made partners in the process and get a fair share out of any economic or
other gains made in the process of developing drugs or other products based on their
knowledge. Second, the Honey Bee connects flower to flower and thus we should
connect creative people from one part with people in another part through lateral
Knowledge Networks and local language communication.
•

Dealing with risk and uncertainty: control versus accountability: The seventh
barrier is about the way the risk and uncertainty are dealt with in science and public
policy. Policy makers seem to use scientific knowledge even if partially to extend
their control over areas in which they are not sure otherwise. When they want to
reduce their zone of responsibility they complain about uncertainty. A risky problem
is converted into uncertain problem when responsibility has to be avoided or
disowned and vice versa (Gupta, 1989, 1997). Policy makers are in hurry and often
want the answers by yesterday rather than waiting for tomorrow. Scientists always
need more time to answer questions. Fussler and James (1996) note three tendencies
on the part of the scientists in this regard: Scientists perceive risk differently, (a) a
highly familiar risk (speeding or smoking) is discounted or ignored; (b) a new risk
(AIDS) attracts more attention than chronic risks (tuberculosis, cholera, fire arms)
and (c) a familiar problem with a new uncertain cause (endocrine effects or breast
cancer) gets more attention than the known causes. We need to find ways of
overcoming these tendencies.

•

Why are science budgets most dispensable and reducible? The eighth barrier is about
the policy support and institutional capacity in scientific institutions in developing
countries. Given the resource constraints, and increasing pressure to reduce budget
deficit, science budgets (particularly basic science), low as they are, get cut often
first. Department of Indian System of Medicine gets four per cent budget out of the
total budget of Health sector and more than ninety per cent of livestock population
and eighty per cent human population depends mainly upon alternative medicine.
There is a need for international commitment to remedy this situation in time bound
manner but while doing this, the bridges between little science and the big science
must be built up properly.

•

Listening to weak interest groups: Developing ethical codes: The ninth barrier is
about the political weakness of interest groups favoring responsible science.
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Scientific associations were supposed to perform this task but in most developing
countries, these associations may have furthered career goals of a particular stream of
professionals but did not intensify the dialogue on responsibility and accountability of
science. The influence of international collaboration in science in some cases has
been very positive but in many cases has insulated local communities of scientists
from their social base. The Project Camelot led to the development of code of ethical
conduct among several social science societies in USA. Similar efforts are yet to take
place in many developing societies.
•

Educating Science: The tenth barrier is about the way the science education and
communication is pursued in many developing countries. The textbooks make hardly
any reference to people's ability to solve local problems creatively and in innovative
manner. How the frontiers of science can be extended by blending local knowledge
with formal science is ignored. The media gives scanty attention to increasing popular
understanding of science underlying day-to-day life. Information technology has not
yet been used to democratize the access of lay people to scientific knowledge in their
language and idiom. Ecological indicators which people can use themselves to
monitor the status of ecosystems health are not noted or diffused or coordinated. The
impact of science on sustainable development through informed and open policy
debate can take place through larger participation of NGOs, civil society, creative
communities and individual innovators. Only then can change in life styles take place
without which sustainable development in north and south will remain a pipe dream.
Science should not be used to nurture a vain hope that a highly consumptive and
energy inefficient northern life styles can co-exist for long time with equally
inefficient life styles of the elite in the south. The ethical basis of sustainability also
requires responsibility towards future generation to be reflected in current
consumption values. We need more science and not less to make transition towards
better communication among and response from various stakeholders. Utilization of
science in public policy requires new global partnership among formal and informal
experts from around the world in an open, accountable and accessible manner so that
larger civil society can ensure that its agenda and concerns are reflected in these
partnerships. Otherwise, stronger global links may increase the barriers in the way of
local disadvantaged but creative and innovative people. They may not be able to
influence the articulation, design and resolution of conflicts in sustainable use of
biodiversity, natural resources and other knowledge resources.

Sustainability is after all a concern for long term survival with self respect, dignity and
mutual respect. Large number of farmers, pastoralists and artisans have used natural
resources like land and water in sustainable manner in many parts of the world for a long
time. Why cannot we learn from some of these traditional as well as contemporary
sources of knowledge systems?
How can we provide venture promotion funds, technological links and access to scientific
information so that green innovations developed by people at grassroots level and also in
scientific labs around the world can be scaled up and replace the non sustainable
outcomes of derooted science that we have seen so far?
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The answer to this question will determine, whether we can ensure that our future
generation blesses us or curses us.
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